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of Time?' And as he wondered Fortune bestowed on him a
st ill greater favour. He saw his young friends were filled with
the same delighted wonder as himself. It was the sur est
testimony to the fai th t hat was in him . For however deep
rooted the convictions of an older generation may be, they are
jar red if not shaken by the ad verse judgments of the young, as,
for example, when our youn g musicians are bored by Handel
and our young artists rave about Epstein. And here was
youth obviously accepting the very foundations of his mountain
creed . Fortunatus truly named ! and most of all in the com
pany in which he climb ed. He lmew that in thirt y years
they would be able to say with him :

Beauty, thy form new fashions may disguise,
Youth may reject what Age would have th ee weal',
That evening in the Lotschenthal our eyes
Were met by thine, and held in worship th ere.

None of th em will of course: th ey 'll know better, bless them!

THE COT, D E T,A BRENVA; THE AIGUIJ,L E DE LESCHAUX .

By R. OGIER WARD.

(Read before the Alpine Club, December 12, 1927.)

Th e Col de la Brenna.

(4333 m, = 14,217 ft ., B.I.K.)

'rSUPPOSE that most mountaineers have felt at one time or
another a great desire to climb the Brenva ar ete of Mont

Blanc. From the Tour Ronde near the Col du Geant one g ts
a magnificent view of it, and since I first saw it from there I
have always ta ken a special interest in it . In July of th is year
this interest was greatly increased by watching, hom the
Aiguille du Geant, those two splendid climbers, Herren Amstutz
and von Schumacher, mounting the upper snow slopes and
working their way through the final seracs. In a let ter to me
Amstutz says :-

'We had excellent condit ions, left Torino at 1 A.M.,

reached Col de la Brenva at 7.30, and the top of Mont Blanc
8.30; then we went on to Mont Mau:dit and Mont Blanc du
Tacul and arrived a t Cha monix at 7 P.M.'
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When F. S. Smythe asked me to join with himself and
J. H. Bell in an assault upon th e Brenva arete I was greatly
pleased ; though I rath er wondered whether I was quite up to
the standard of these two' jeunes Britanniques ' ; for they had
just completed an exceedingly difficult climb of the Aiguille
du Plan by a variation of Ryan's route. Moreover, I had
certain very grim recollections of a well-known climbing
novel which appeared before the War. In this the villain,
who is a distinguished moun taineer in disguise, takes
charge of an attack upon the Brenva route. After he has
pushed along the famous ice arete a wealthy but weakly
member of the party, who is so unstable that he has to
remain seated all the time, the wicked man attempts to do
away with him altogether. But, I reflected, the story clearly
shows that this unfortunate traveller's decease would have
brought riches to the leader ; now Smythe knew that there
was nothing of th e sort to be expected in my case, and I feIt
reasonably sure that, even under similar provocation, he
would not sacrifice me merely in order to make a better time
for th e ascent !

Anyhow, it seemed a very good thing to at tempt it , for no
English guideless par ty appears to' have climbed this arete
since July 1904, when Messrs. C. Wilson, J. H. Wicks and
E. H. F. Bradby succeeded.

I may remind you tha t th e first guideless ascent of the
Brenva arete was made in 1894 by Messrs. A. F. Mummery,
J. N. Collie and G. Hastings; they had to tum back below
th e highest seraes and bivouac a second time beneath the ice
arete, th e ascent being completed next day.

So, on July 31, Bell and myself went up to the Rifugio
Torino from the Montenvers, arriving shortly before mid
day. Meanwhile Smythe, who had been joined by G. S. Bower
and G. G. Macphee, had started from the Requin Hut at
4 A.M ., and they made their way towards the Trident de la
Brenva, They spent the day in mounting to the col known as
the Col du Trident. The difficult part of the ascent to this is
up a very steep ice-slope, about 300-400 ft. high, where Smythe
had to cut steps for 3 hrs. This was a hard day's work and
they only got to the 'I'orino at 6 P.M . Bell and I suggested
that they should take a day's rest, but they treated this pro
posal with the scorn which it deserved, and so we started off at
1.20 A. M. the next rooming, August 1. Ahead of us was a very
strong French party consisting of MM. Lagarde, de Segogne,
Langlois and some friends, on two ropes; they bad started
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before midnight to climb the arete, and possibly to prolong the
expedition in another direction.'

The night was fine and the snow good ; we all wore crampons
and found the going over the Col des Flambeaux and onwards
from th ere very pleasant . When we reached the bergschrund
below the Col du Trident we had to wait, for the French
parties were still on the slope above us and small stones and
pieces of ice, which they could not help dislodging, made it too
dangerous to start climbing. We spent nearly an hour inside
this schrund ; but it Was not entirely wasted, for one 01· two
crampon straps had become worn and had to be mended with
pieces of leather boot-lace.

Presently , silence above told us that the other parties were
over the col, so we left the cold recesses of the schrund and got
above it with some difficulty, for the bridge was broken. We
mounted the steep ice in the excellent steps which Smythe had
made the day b fore. The order was-Smythe, Macphee,
Bower, on the first rope, mys If and Bell on the second.

Macphee is v ry strong and his ice-axe was not; he hit the
mountain with it and the head broke off. This was unfortunate,
for here we were in the dark and on an ice slope, the steepness
of which is at least 50°. It was clear that Macphee could not
go on, and after some discussion Bell, with a really charming
unselfishness, undertook to go back with him. As we stood in
our steps, certain rearrangements had to be carried out . We
had started with one rucksack short in order that our leader
might be free, but now we had to carry one each. Bell's ruck
sack had to be hauled up and certain of its contents transferred
to mine, while Macphee, after removing some essentials from his
sack, passed it up to the leader Smyth e. All this was rather
difficult, and would have been still more so but for the splendid
light given by the • Ever-ready' batteries and lamps which we
had bought at Mr. Unna's suggestion. But even these could
not fully illuminate the depths of Macphee's enormous sack,
and it was only in th e evening at Chamonix that Smythe dis
covered that, in addition to his own things, he had carried
throughout the clay a bath towel, a pound of chocolate,
'and all Macphee's money ! This touching example of mutual
trust amongst mountaineers cannot be left unrecorded;
also, I, personally, prefer to climb with a man who is not

1 The Fr ench parti es were composed as follows : first rope, MM.
Lagarde, Langlois and de Segogne; second rope, MM. Noetzlin and
Brincard, with Armand Charlet and Raymond Tournier.-Edito1'.
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particular as to a few odds and ends that Chance may put into
his sack!

Macphee unroped and skilfully passed below Bower, and
then tied on to the end of my rope temporarily, and went
neatly down to Bell. I had thought it necessary to make some
trifling improvements in my steps while this was going on, and
in so doing I started a torrent. Torrents usually. flow down
wards; this one flowed upwards, and was composed entirely of
invective; it emanated from Bell. He assured me that pieces
of ice only to be described as seracs were falling upon his
head. He expressed, with some warmth, the hope that I
should soon have made myself entirely comfortable-indeed,
surely by now I must have 'room not only for myself but also
for a bath chair !

Before long I had roped in between Smythe and Bower and
we said good-bye sadly to the other two. We felt that Fortune
was treating us unkindly, for this delay and our wait in the
schrund had made us at least an hour and a half late; and now
we had lost two good comrades. But Fortune was more gentle
than we knew, as we were yet to learn.

Still in the dark we climbed the ice slope, which was steep
enough for us to be glad of an occasional hand-hold on the
slabby rocks close by ; and presently we worked up over a rock
rib, until at 5 A.M. we stood upon th e 001 du Trident. A most
beautiful dawn was at hand, and we paused for a minute to
admire th e wonderful view of the upper slopes of the Brenva
Glacier and the cliffs enclosing it. We discussed again the
best way up the arete. Should we follow Moore's route and
start at the bottom of the arete, or should we follow that
adopted by most recent parti es, and, after crossing the glacier
high up, mount the very steep snow slopes of it s N. flank,
to reach its crest just where the ice arete begins? This
latter is th e route that was made by Mr. R. W. Lloyd with
Josef Pollinger and A. Rey, though I believe he does not recom
mend it, for he considers it dangerous. The first rope of the
French parties was gradually nearing this point on the arete,
and could be seen high up, looking like flies on a wall, tiny black
spots, giving one a good idea of the immensity of the mountain
architecture which makes these Italian precipices of Mont
Blanc so magnificent.

We knewthat there were dangers in this latter line of ascent
dangers which had been emphasised very strongly by Captain
Farrar in a recent note in our JOURNAL. In his opinion this
route is not justifiable. Both Moore in 1865 and Giissfeldt in
1892 saw avalanches fall in this area.
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Certainly anyone who chooses it must realise that this part of
the neve must be crossed early. It is essential to be well up
the snow near to the crest of the Brenva arate before the sun
gets on to the vast ice cliffs which form so muoh of the rampart
of the E. side of Mont Blanc. And we were late. We
wondered what to do. The first thing was to push on, so we
hurried down the snow slopes from the col towards the glacier,
jumped a little schrund, and began to cross the huge snow basin
below Mont Maudit, making rapid progress towards the arate.

Day was at hand, and the edge of dawn was creeping down
the mountain; for some minutes the sun had been shining
brightly on the huge masses of ice below the Mur de la COte.
Suddenly we halt ed, for above us a tremendous roar was heard ;
it increased like thunder, and then echoed from the cliffs-an
immense avalanche of ice crashed down from the seracs below
the Col de la Brenva. It rushed over the rocks and down the
huge snow couloir, and above it rose into the air a dense, white
mist of powdered snow and ice. It raced across the nave,
poured over the crevasses, and sweeping onwards it entirely
obliterated, for an extent of fully 300 yds., the tracks lying
ahead of us. The incident of Macphee's broken axe and the
time lost thereby was now understood as one of Fortune's
kindlier acts.

When it was over we threw off to the left into safety and
began Moore's route up the arAte. We had a short rest on the
little' col ' near the foot of this ridge, which it has been suggested
should be called ' Col Moore,' in commemoration of the first
ascent of this ridge which started at this point . This first
party consisted of Messrs. A. W. Moore, J . Walker, H. Walker
and G. Mathews, 'with Melchior and Jakob Anderegg, and the
date was J Illy 15, 1865. They of course bivouacked lower
down the Brenva Glacier, as all parties used to do, until the
new plan was adopted of starting from the 'I'orino Hut .

We started again with Bower leading, climbing over rocks
that needed care, and up short snowslopes and couloirs, making
progress towards the ice arete. Then Smythe took over again
and we advanced along its crest. This year there was enough
snow on it to give good security for crampons ; but it must
always be somewhat sensational, not only because of its length,
but also because for some yards it is cut away beneath, and one
walks on an overhanging ridge of ice. Moore's party found the
ice arate exceedingly sharp, so sharp that it was neoessary to
cross a good deal of it d cheval. When one reflects that in those
days the ice-axe as we know it was not part of an amateur
climber's equipment, instead of it the clumsy alpenstock had
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to be used, and that of course crampons were unknown, then
I at any rate am filled with a tremendous admiration for the
splendid steadiness and courage of those early mountaineers.

Beyond this the ridge loses itself in a steep face of snow.
I took over the lead here and found the going rather bad, for
the sun had had time to soften the surface. The seraos stand
ing above look rather fearful but never seem to fall, and we
toiled up this, the only dull part of the climb. On the upper
part of this long slope Smythe relieved me of the very hard
work.

When Smythe was invalided out of the Royal Air Force
early in the year, after typhoid fever- and here I wish, as a
doctor, to remark that more than once I have been pained to
see medical advice not treated with the respect which it
deserves-the medical board told him • not to go upstairs too
fast.' But perhaps I am complaining without reason, for now
I come to think of it , I never have seen Smythe go upstairs.
But certainly on this slope it was necessary to speak to him
very severely more than once, though it must be confessed that
I was thinking more of my own health than of his, for the hard
work, the altitude, and a large sack did not seem to affect him
in the least; indeed, ~s he worked his way up the slope con
sisting of ice covered by slushy snow, cutting steps every now
and then, he cheered us by telling us a long story. But we
were even more amazed when, a few minutes lat er, a fruity
baritone clove the thin air. Smythe had burst into song. loan
assure you that I listened spell-bound as, trilling blithely like
a lark, he mounted steadily towards the blue sky-until Bower
gave a sharp jerk to the rope, and thus reminded me that I had
to follow them.

We had our last rest where the top of this snow joins some
rooks. I was again allotted the honoured post of leader, and
we now began to make our way through the highest seracs.
The work was very interesting, for though the steps of the
previous party were before us, yet now that the snow was
melting, cutting had to be done in several places where they had
been safe on crampons alone. The route winds in and out
amongst huge cliffs of ice and along irregular terraces and
ledges often steep enough for hand-holds to be necessary,
whilst the axe is used in one hand only. It ends with a steep
step about 15 ft. high, which has been spoken of as an ice
chimney. It is not far short of vertical, and here many of the
steps could be only toe-holds. In certain years it might well
be impassable.
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We judged it impos sible to pass direct to the Col de la
Brenva, because a huge and broken ice-wall intervenes. It is,
however, to be rememb ered tha t Claude Wilson 's party did
successfully make this traverse directto the col, and this must
indeed have been a most brilliant piece of ice-work. When,
therefore, the sera cs were passed, we went along a narrow shelf
of neve overhung by a huge ice-cliff on th e left hand, and then
mounted up easy snow which leads on to the N. ridge of
Mont Blanc, near the P et it s B ochers Rouges. This shelf was
found this year to be just as described in Moore's record of the
climb in his book, , The Alps in 1864.' It was now very cold
and rather late, namely 2 P.M. , and this decided us to adhere to
our original plan of traversing the Col de la Brenva to Chamonix.
We descended quickly along th e Mur de la Cote to the col, and
began to go down by the Corridor route, where we presently
found ourselves in tracks; these pro ved to be those of the
Frenchmen who had taken this route down from the summi t of
Mont Blanc. After some t ime we saw them reascendin g, for
they had found the sera cs uns afe, and they gave us a helpful
shout to pass ab ove the little patch of rock lyin g below the
Rachel'S Rouges. From this point onwar ds the descent to the
Grand s Mulets is, of course, easy , though it takes a long t ime.

Aft er tea we star ted from the Grands Mulets at 6 P .M. , and
descended across the Bossons Glacier to the Pierre it l 'Echelle.
Everyone of whom we asked the way assured us that we could
not possibly reach Chamonix that night. But Smythe led
downw ards with the same judgment tha t he had shown during
the day , and in the dark kept to the pa th , even when it seemed
to me like parts of the untrodden Congo. We reached
Chamonix at 10 P .M. ; the climb had taken us about 21 hrs., the
conditions had been perfect , and since leaving the Torino we
had been up an d down mor e th an 17,000 ft . We agreed that
th e Brenva is a magnificent climb.

The N.W. Face of the Aiguille de Lesehaux.

(3770 m. = 12,365 ft. , B.l.Il..)

The Aiguille de Leschaux is a mountain full of cha rms, and
one of th ese is its shyness, for it hid es itself modest ly in a
secluded corn er of the Mont Blanc Range. There ar e no easy
passes in its neighbourhood, nor any summits very commonly
visit ed. If it stood where the Grepon st ands, it would be qui te
as popular, for it is built of the same magnificent rock, and its
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N.W. face is as steep as the Nantillons face of the Grepon
itself; so also is that part of it which stands above the Glacier
de 'I'riolet. I may mention that th e B.I.K. map does not
depict this clearly .

Though so modest, th e Aiguille de Leschaux does not entirely
hide its beautiful form from anyone who mounts the Mer de
Glace towards th e seracs of th e Geant Glacier, but for full
appreciation it must be more nearly approached.

Anyone who follows the well-known and oft-trodden track
that leads from-Shepherd 's Bush to Ealing, willfind near Acton
a vast building of an immense girth and many cubits high, its
walls pierced with a thousand windows. In this are stored all
th e records of th e Ministry of Pensions, very accurate in detail,
enormous in quantity. Some day it may be necessary for the
Alpine Club to construct such a building in Savile Row, to
house th e records of the manner in which each mountain came
by its wounds. But for th e present, and for a long time to
come, thi s is totally unnecessary-all one has to do is to ask
Captain Farrar.

So when, in 1926, he told me that the French face of th e
Aiguille de Leschaux had not been climbed, I felt that it was
time to ' get one's nose up against th e rocks ' and see if it might
not be managed. '

Some reconnaissances in th is year showed me that an arete,
which is marked on th e map as descending from near Point
3571 m. to th e Glacier de Leschaux, offered a possible line along
which to make th e assault . Where this fades away in the face
of th e mountain, th e climb would surely become difficult, and
the last of th e two huge steps that lead to th e summit might
well prove impossible. But I felt that th e small patch of snow
to the right of this gave hopes of a possible traverse to avoid
this obstacle.

I was fortunat e in get ting th e Arolla guide, Joseph Georges,
Le S1cieur, for thi s at tack, and we started on August 3 for th e
Couvercle Refuge. There we spent th e evening basking in the
sun, wondering whether this ancient hostel was built after the
large rocky slab of th e Aiguille du Moine had descended, or
whether, as seems more probable, th e architect was about
to add a top story-when th e lid fell, and so prevented
for ever the development of th is wholly inadequate resting
place !

The guardian of th e hut, th e old Corporal, did his best , by a
strict and disciplinary disposal of our bodies, to give us a com
fortable night , and th e next morning we started at 2.40 A.M.
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across the Glacier de 'I'alefre, passing above its seraos to the
Pierre it Beranger and from there descending to the Glacier de
Leschaux. Here we met Monsieur Morin and a friend, who
were working up the glacier towards the Col des Hirondelles.
Bidding them au revoir, we moved away to the left and at
5 A.M. put on the rope; we then began to mount into that basin
of the Leschaux Glacier which is surrounded by the Aiguille de
l'Eboulement, the Aiguille de Leschaux and the Petites Jorasses.
At first we advanced in the direction of the latter mountain
but soon found several large crevasses which were impassable.
We had therefore to move over towards the rocky spur descend
ing from the Aiguille de l'Eboulement, and even here could only
get through the ice-fall with difficulty- indeed at one time it
looked as if we should be stopped altogether. When above
this we traversed to the right, and were near the foot of the
arete which I have mentioned at 6.30 A .M . Joseph then did
some step-cutting across hard snow, and we reached the rocks
20 min. later-where we had a rest and some food.

After breakfast we began to climb the arete, keeping for the
most part on its right side and a little bit below its crest.
This was rather difficult, so that we often moved only one at a
time. Presently, over a point where this small arete is lost on
the mountain, we climbed round a gendarme and then descended
some 30 ft . to reach and to pass below the tr iangular patch of
snow which is seen from the Leschaux Glacier to lie in the centre
of the mountain. An unusually wide and deep couloir comes
down to the left-hand edge of this snow from near the N.
crest of the mountain. It lies behind and is shut in by that
main aI'ete which is shown on the map. It is indeed much
more than a couloir- it is a veritable valley, and what is more
a hidden valley, into which it is quit e impossible to see except
from the Petites or Grandes Jorasses.

I had always taken a special int erest in hidden valleys-that
is, ever since my parents recounted to me the activities of that
enterprising explorer, ' Sinbad the Sailor.' And here we were
in just such a place, and it was delicious to think that no one
had been there before us. I confess I was a little concerned as
to how we should get out at the top of it, for of course I realised
that there was only the slightest chance that any passing
merchants would throw joints of meat into our valley ; unfortu
nately we had none in our sacks, and it seemed most improbable
that a few packets of Maggi soup would attract any eagles.
It was also most depressing to remember how very rarely
nowadays th e Alpine skies are darkened by that monstrous but
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kindly bird, the Roc; and I was not at all sure that Jos eph
possessed the same facility for lifting travellers!

Stones do not appear to fall down this couloir; but anyhow
we were safe from them, for most of th e time we climbed high
up along the side of the arete , At 10 A .M . we had finished this
part of th e climb, for th e arete dies away gradually in the face
of th e mountain.

After a short rest we began to climb up straight towards that
final step which lies N. of the sum mit. 'I'hispart of th e ascent
was the hardest climbing that we met with , for though th e rocks
are of perfect quality, they are very steep, and have the same
formation as those of the Aiguille du Geant. That is to say,
there are large slabs with intervening cracks and ledges, and
Ihough th e smallest holes suffice for stability and even for
upward progress, yet belays of any sort were scarce and con
sequently very special care was necessary . For long periods it
was only possible to move one at a time, and Joseph frequ ently
went out to th e full limit of th e rope before allowing me to
follow him .

About half an hour below th e final step, while we were
climbing high uR on the N.W. Iace, we came to a particularly
difficult part, and here Joseph found a piton and recent
scratch es on th e rocks for a few feet below it, whilst, abov e this
point, there were more tracks leading upwards to the summit .
I have subsequently learned that in July of this year an
Italian party ascended the moun tain by th e N. arete, and,
although details are not available, it seems clear that this was
accomplished via th e Col de Leschaux, attained from the
Italian side.2

Whilst Jos eph was studying th e piton, I was about 20 ft.
below him, my left foot on a narrow but secure ledge, and th ere
were a few holds for one hand. I got very tired of this position,
for Jos eph 's investigation of the pit on lasted for a long time.
He did not like the look of it. Naturally, he was disappointed
at its presence, but he was still more disappointed by its in
security. He would not trust it as a foothold, nor even as a
handhold, and without it the st ep was exceedingly difficult .

I watched him make several attempts to get up without
using it , but this was too dangerous. Then he tried to plant
his ice-axe with th e point jammed into a crack so that the head

2 July 31, 1927. The party was composed of Signori F. Ravelli,
A. Gaia and G. Rivetti, with Adolphe Rey and A. Chenoz. R.M.
1928, pp. 12-15.-Edito-T.
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would mak e a foothold, but he could not get it securely fixed.
And so pr sently I was told to climb up to him and share for a
few mom nts the narrow 1 dge on which h stood . As here
was not room for wo peopl h r , I was qui te glad when he
succeeded in climb ing above me whilst I firmly held the axe
for him to stand on. Then I had a considerable wait, during
which he went out to the full limit of our twen y metres rope.
I was now my turn to folio" , and thi I did with a good deal of
grunting, for he had 1 ft me his sack, which contained his
boots (he was climbing in kletterschuhen), an d also his ice-axe.
With a good d al of difficulty, my position not being very
secur , I man aged with th e one hand th at could be spar d to
get his ru cksack over th e top of my own, which itself was
bulky, for amongst oth r things it contained th e spare rope,
and my ax e " as at tached to it also, and t hen, to sling his axe
round on wrist. J oseph gav a good heave which got me up
the first few feet, but aft er that he seemed to los interest . No
doubt he was thinking, an d v ry prop rly so, that I ought to be
allowed to njoy to th full the honourable post of porter to a
dist inguish d guide ! \.bove this, careful climbing from ledge
to 1 dge cont inued to be nee ssary, and thus we pr esently
reached the northernmos end of the shoulder for which we
were aiming . On this rooky angle which is perhaps 150 ft .
below th e real summ it , w found a cairn built by our pr ede
cessors. The isth mus conn cting this with the final arete is as
narrow, an d, indeed, as cruelly sharp, as that flake of rock
which leads to the Passage du .P. on he Grepon ; on its

.K side the rocks are cut away beneath it and its knife-edge
crest overhangs th e Triolet Glaoi 1'.

From th is point one g ts a magnificent view of he cliffs
dropping from the summit of th e mountain down to th is glacier .
I do not think that anywh re, e en on th e Grepon , have I seen
a s e per wall of rock. oramblinz a tride the knife-edg we
reached th e final and v ry st e P cliff below the summ it . As I
had xpected, it was not pos ibis to climb this directly. But
the idea of turn ing it by m ans of the lit tle patch of snow on
the .W. face prov d to be practicable. This part of the
asc nt, although by no m ans easy, was not so diffi cult as much
of the slab-climbing which w bad had low r down . We
mounted by the snow, and then by the rocks which lie between
the edge of the cliff on the left and an open couloir on the right.
At 1.30 P .M. we reached the summ it .

1\. discu sion as to th b st way home revealed the fact t hat
neither of us had passports with us, an d without them we felt
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snow, we traversed slightly to our left across a d ep trough
worn in the snow, and t hen worked down towards the berg
schrund. I felt cert ain tha t we should not be able to cross it
at this place, and begged J oseph to allow me to trav rse more
to th e right again. However, to do so would involve more
risk of ston s, and he urged me to desc nd farth er in order to
ma ke a closer inspection . I did so unwillingly, and soon
reached th e upp er lip of th e bergschrund. The pro p ct was
not encouraging. Indeed, the appea rance of the immediate
foreground seemed to me just like t ha t of Aldwych seen from
the top of Bush H ouse. Realising th at it was impossible to
convey thi idea. to Jos eph, I pressed him to com and look for
himself. H e descended promptly and agr ed tha t no solut ion
of th e problem could be evolved per soluun, so, cutting rapidly
across to the right, he made for a somewhat battere 1 flake of
snow which had split off from t he edg of the schrund. Down
this I thon worked caut iously and was so able to get und rnoa th
the overhangin g upper lip of t he crevasse. It was much
narrower here, and an asy jump land d us on the lower edge
and the neve beneath it. It was now 8 P .M., for the descen t had
taken us 2 hr. 25 min .

We mov ed off at once, bearing to th e right close beneath the
massif of th e P eti tes Jorass es, and we were soon surp rised to
hear a ch ering shout from Monsieur Morin, who had decided to
bivouac near by in order to be able to make some recon
naissances in the early morning of the following day." He
an d his companion seemed very comfortable on a rocky ledge
and, wishing them good luck, we hurried down the glacier.
In fading light we passed the AiguiUe du Tacul and, about
dark, reach d an evil locali ty where, in the wildest disorder
of seracs and boulders, all the crevas. es an d moraines in the
Alps undo ubtedly uni te with one anoth 1'. But J oseph was
not to be check d and mad e a faul tless passage to reach the
easy rou te along the Mer de Glace.

At 11.10 P .M . , e reached the Montenvers-and a certain
bott le that opened with a pop.
------ ------- -

3 We un derstand that a new G.H.M. ' shelter-hut ' IS to be
erected about this spot .-Editor.
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